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ABSTRACT

Once auditors have been convinced of the advantages of Bayesian
inference their difficulties in practical applications are not the
ones statisticians have. The mathematical fornulations of prior and
posterior probabilities only need to fulfill the auditor's
subjective ideas about the presence of errors in a population to be
audited; exact derivations are left to specialists.
The auditor, however, has other problems to solve:

1. How can he objectively specify his prior knowlegde about the
population? ,

2. How can he obiectively use posterior probabilities to decide on
how to audit this population?

In this paper, the above mentioned questions are answered by showing
that the methodology of discovery sampling gives all the information
needed to specify the prior and to interpret the posterior densities
used in a Bayesian version of a methodology that has already been
used by auditors for a number of years.

By using the Bayesian model of discovery sampling presented in this
paper, auditors are not only able to reduce sample sizes but also
exactly know the importance of the assumptions they have made in
order to achieve this efficiency in sample sizes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the Dutch branch of Touche Ross International, a worldwide
company of certified public accountants, statistical methods in
auditing have been applied for a period of 25 years. A whole
methodology has been designed, resulting in a number of
publications both in Dutch and in international literature on
hypothesis testing, error evaluation methods, regression
estimators and on outgoing quality limit methods. (Kriens (1979),
Kriens and Dekkers (1979), Kriens and Veenstra (1985), Van
Batenburg, Kriens and Veenstra (1987)).
At the moment, progress is being made in the implementation of
Bayesian inference in interval estimation, based on the Cox-Snell
model (Cox and Snell (1979)), of which the theoretical properties
have been studied rather thoroughly, cf. Moors and Janssans (1987).

As an example of how fruitful Bayesian inference can be, the
Center for Quantítative methods and Statistics of Touche Ross
Netherlands has built a simple model in which the Bayesian notion
of prior and posterior probabilities is combined with the
classical method of discovery sampling.
In section 2 of this paper, our version of discovery sampling in
the classical manner is presented. In section 3, Bayesian
methodology is applied to the parameters of this classical
method. Section 4 describes the complete model of Bayesian
discovery sampling, and in section 5 some numerical examples are
presented to show the efficiency in sample sizes by using
Bayesian inference over classical methodology.

2. DISCOVERY SAIiPLING

In this section, a brief outline of discovery sampling as used by
Touche Ross Netherlands is presented; tha aim of this paper is
not to discuss this theory, but to show the advantages of
Bayesian inference.
Let p be the error percentage in a population. The null
hypothesis

H~: p-0

is tested against

H1: p ~ 0.

The probability of a type I error, a (wrongly rejecting a perfect
population), must be zero, and the critical region of this test
can only be

Z-{ x ~ x? 1};
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x representing the number of errors in a random sample of size n
taken from the population to be audited. By taking this very null
hypothesis, standard testing theory is reasonably simplified:
attention can now be focused completely on the probability of a
type II error. The symbol (3 is - as usual - given to the
probability to accept a population that is not perfect.
The random variable x follows a hypergeometric probability
function which, for reasonable large population sizes and sample
sizes not exceeding 107. of population size, can be approximated
by a binomial probability function:

Q-P (x~0 ~ n.P)-(1 -p)n .

The parameters (3o and pl are chosen by the auditor, stating:
'when the true error percentage exceeds p, the probability of
not noticing this from the sample may notlexceed (io'. Sample
sizes can now be deducted:

a 5(i when n? loR ao
o log (1-pl).

Some interesting minimal sample sizes used for testing in this
manner are presented in table 1, to which can be added that in
practical applications (i is usually chosen to be 17. or 59.,
whereas pl almost never éxceeds 57..

Table 1. Sample sizes for discovery samp~~ng-classical procedure
based on binomial probabilities

pl

ao 17. 22 37 4~ 5R

17. 459 390 349 321 299
27. 288 194 174 160 149
37. 152 129 116 106 99
47. 113 96 86 79 74
57. 90 77 69 63 59
67. 75 64 57 53 49
77. 64 54 49 45 42
87. 56 47 43 39 36
97. 49 42 38 35 32

107. 44 38 34 31 29

~)
Poisson approximations to this formula, often frequented,
are mathematically a little símpler but will always give
larger sample sizes.
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3. A BAYBSIAN VIEW ON THE PARAMETSRS IN DISCOVSRY SAHPLING

The critical percentage errors p, chosen by the audítor in order
to decide on the sample size to ~e used, together with the
maxímal probability Q of a type II error to be allowed, will
also be the outcome og the calculation of the upper limit of the
one-sided 100(1-(i )7. confidence interval for p given a random
sample of síze n on which no errors occurred. This can be
verified by specifying the formula by which this upper limit is
calculated:

Min { p ~ P(x - 0 I n,P) S(io }.

From a Bayesian point of view the one-sided confidence interval
for p can be interpreted as a probability on the random variable
P:

P(p ~ pl) - (io.

In this way, the results of an audit sampling in year t can be
used to identify a prior distribution on p: the classical
confidence interval that resulted from year t's audit is a
probability statement from a prior probability density function.
In this example, the prior (Pr(.)) distribution of p ís assumed
to be a beta density with parameters r- 1 and s to-be identified
by the probability mentioned above:

Pr (p) - s(1-p)s-1 0~ p~ 1

- 0 elsewhere.

The fact that r is chosen to be 1 implies the mode of the prior
density to lie in p- 0, which i s consistent with the fact that
the classical test is on a null hypothesis p~ 0.

Similarly, the posterior distribution for p which follows from
the Bayesian model presented in the next section results in a
probabílity on the random variable p:

P (p ~ p2) - Pz.

with p en a to be chosen. By stating the classical parameters
(32 and2p2 inZthe usual way 'when error percentage exceeds pz, the
probability of not noticing this from the sample may not exceed
p2', the auditor has declared which posterior probability he
wants to achieve using the Bayesian model. This complete model is
presented in the next section.
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4. THS I10DSI.

4.1 Prior probability for pt

Pr (p) - s(1-p)s-1 0 ~ p~ 1

- 0 elsewhere.

4.2 Probability of zero errors in a random sample of size n from a
population with error proportion p:

L (x-0 ~ n,P) a (1-p)n .

4.3 The posterior probabilíty function for p results from the
following calculations:

Po (P ~ x-0,n) - L(x-0 ~ n.P) Pr(P)

f0 L (x-0 ~ n.P) Pr(P)dp

s(1-p)nts-1
1
.fs(1-p)nts-1dP

-(nts) (1-p)nts-1 0 5 p 5 1.

4.4 Prior identification: from year t's audit a 100 (1-at)R
confidence interval is calculated to have one-sided upper limit

pt'
P(pt ~ pt) - at

1
- rs(1-p)s-1 dp ~ (1-pt)s

ptJ

which gives:

log at
s - log (1-pt) '

4.5 Requirements for posterior identification: auditing in year
(ttl) should be started by specifying Pttl and attl' which
yield:
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P(pttl ~ Pttl) - attl

~nts) ( 1-p)nts-1 dp - ( 1-Pttl)nts ~

pttl

which gives

log atflntsz .
log (1'Pttl)

4.6 Required sample size in year (ttl):

log attl
n -

log (1-Pttl)

log at

log (1-pt)

4.7 Untill now, the Bayesian random variables p and p have
been treated as being completely identícal.tIn fac~t~his means
that the auditor has stated that populations to be audited in
years t and ( ttl) are completely equivalent. It is the
auditor's, not the statistician's, responsibility to specify a
factor of f on the interval ( 0,1) that indicates how certain he
is about this equivalency. Being no more than an example, no
harm has yet been done by varying this factor from 0 to 1 by
steps of 107., but further research may not neglect the auditor's
responsibility to find a sensible solution:

log Pttl log atn z - f
log (1-Pttl) log (1-pt)
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5. [dUNQ3RRICAL BXAl~LFS

Let us assume that in year t, an auditor has drawn a random
sample of 59, in which no errors were found. When deciding on the
audit sampling plan for year ( ttl), the auditor again has to
decide on the crítical value of the error percentage and the
confidence level required. If, for example, the auditor once more
decides to take Pttl-57, and pttl-57., a new sample of 59 is
required.
The auditor, however, by using his prior knowledge, can judge if
there is a justified reason to choose a value of f. Logically,
taking f-1007. results in a zero sample size, because this
assumption implies that last year's audit sample is completely
sufficient for this year's audit. Quite a daring assumption!
The bottom row of table 2 shows sample sizes required for this
year's audit with attl-57, and ptt1-5R, depending on the chosen
value of f.
Let us furthermore assume that the suditor will take his
responsibility for setting f at 707.. He can now decide on two
strategies, or even a combination of these:

- by taking a new sample of 59, he can perform discovery sampling
with p } -39. and p -57., ( table 2) which would have required
99 samplé-items wi~hóut Bayesian inference;

- by taking a new sample of 50, he can perform discovery sampling
with pt 1-57. and Q }1-19., (table 3) which would have required
90 samp~e items wi~hout Bayesian inference.

A combination of these strategies eventually leading to at}k~l~
and p tk-17. in k years-time, could even be possible. For the
momen~, no discussions about these strategies have been held with
auditors: the only goal of this research project was just to show
the fact that sample sizes can be reduced when using acceptable
and responsible prior information in a Bayesian model.
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